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Sofya Skidan was born in 1996 in Ukhta, Russia.  She graduated of 
Moscow’s Rodchenko School of Multimedia and Photography,  the 
St. Petersburg State University of Film and Television, as well as a 
professional yoga instructor. The artist works with a specific selection 
of materials, techniques and subjects to forge a relationship between 
Eastern spiritual practices and modern critical theory. 

In 2014-2018 she participated in a number of group 
exhibitions:“Dynamic Exhibition” N. Novgorod; “Assemblage” 
Moscow; “Made in Moscow” Moscow, “Converse Review” Moscow; 
“About Rodchenko School. 10 Years” MAMM, Moscow; “Inside of 
the Art” Pushkin Moscow museum and Tsvetnoy shop; ‘‘8 level’’ art-
center Winzavod;  «Boa constrictor eating an elephant»  25 kadr 
gallery, Moscow young bienalle.

Realized personal projects:
- Metaphysics of Landscape, Moscow-2015,
- Dynamic pieces, Moscow,2016,
- The history of Art in 9 Parts.Part 0.3 ,Vienna photo-book 
festival,2016
- Do you want to find your CHOMMA?» Unseen Amsterdam, 2017
- Transverse hyperspace, Fragment Gallery, Moscow 2018

- She participated in Hannes Wanderer`s , Der Grief and Spectors 
groups workshops.
- Gived lection about post-internet art for Proun.moscow, Samsung 
in the Gorky park, course of young art-critics in th Pushkin museum.
Autor of course for teenager «Inernet-archeology» in MAMM 
Moscow.

 Sofya Skidan is participant of art-project of expanded aesthetic 
«Strange attractors».Their perfomances represented on art-prize 
Innovation 2018, ;Synthposium 2017; festival «Son» Ypsilon; 8 
level,Winzawod; secret residence in Vientnam.



In artistic practice, she researches ways of 
perception outward things as information, 
rethinking eastern philosophy, space`s aura, 
reflection on the speculative history, viewer`s 
visionary experience. She is trying to find 
the line between nature`s discourse and 
technogenic contemporary. Her artistic 
practice center on new media theory, post-
digital aesthetics, biomedia theory, and yoga 
philosophy as methods shift in the perception. 
Working with the different media artist 
sitespecific installations, using artifact of post-
digital reality with nostalgic elements about 
losing Nature`s landscape. 
Tapping into the complexities of 
postmodernity, Skidan raises questions 
around updated understandings of identity 
within today’s technogenic culture, as well as 
the crisis of nature and the fast-approaching 
environmental tipping point in the age of the 
anthropocene. 
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Transverse hyperspace



Installation view
2015-1018



 «Do you want to find your CHOMMAA?»
2017

The history of art in 9th parts
2016

Artist books

chommaa/chuumma  - secret signs used to communicate 
practitioners with essences of a non-human nature



Series «Do you want to find yout CHOMMAA?» (2017)

archive paper
80*60 - edition 10 - 800 euro 
60*45 - edition 10 - 600 euro

Series «Do you want to find yout CHOMMAA?» 
(2017)

 archive paper
 80*50 - edition 10 - 800 euro 

Transverse hyperspase (2018)

photo-scuplture 
70*40 - edition 5 - 1000 euro 
archive paper 
80*50 - edition 10 - 800 euro

Series «Transverse hyperspace» (2018)

photo-scuplture, plactic print
100*60 - edition 3 - 1200 euro 
archive paper 
80*50 - edition 10 - 800 euro



CONTACT
E: sof.skidan@gmail.com 
T: +7(916)2712435
W: https://sofskidan.tumblr.com
https://www.instagram.com/sofskidan/
Shumilova 3-39, Moscow, Russia  


